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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which type of Cisco ASA access list entry can be configured to
match multiple entries in a single statement?
A. class-map
B. object groups
C. extended wildcard matching

D. nested object-class
Answer: B
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/security/asa/asa82/configuratio
n/guide/objectgroups.html
Information About Object Groups By grouping like objects
together, you can use the object group in an ACE instead of
having to enter an ACE for each object separately. You can
create the following types of object groups:
Protocol
Network
Service
ICMP type
For example, consider the following three object groups:
MyServices-Includes the TCP and UDP port numbers of the service
requests that are
allowed access to the internal network.
TrustedHosts-Includes the host and network addresses allowed
access to the greatest
range of services and servers.
PublicServers-Includes the host addresses of servers to which
the greatest access is
provided.
After creating these groups, you could use a single ACE to
allow trusted hosts to make
specific service requests to a group of public servers.
You can also nest object groups in other object groups.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which component of CIA triad relate to safe data which is in
transit?
A. Confidentiality
B. Scalability
C. Availability
D. Integrity
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Integrity: Integrity for data means that changes made to data
are done only by authorized individuals/systems.
Corruption of data is a failure to maintain data integrity.
Source: Cisco Official Certification Guide, Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability, p.6

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two types of visualizations can be used in the balance
sheet reports to meet the reporting goals? Each correct answer
presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. a pie chart that shows balances by account category without
filters.
B. a clustered column chart that shows balances by quarter
filtered to account categories that are long-term liabilities.
C. a clustered column chart that shows balances by date
(x-axis) and account category (legend) without filters.
D. a line chart that shows balances by quarter filtered to
account categories that are long-term liabilities.
E. a ribbon chart that shows balances by quarter and accounts
in the legend.
Answer: B,D
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